MUROX
AIRCRAFT
HANGARS

BUILDING EFFICIENCY
Canam-Buildings has been designing and fabricating Murox building systems that incorporate shop-fabricated,
load-bearing walls since 1978. Murox is a high performance construction solution for superior-quality, customdesigned aircraft hangars.
With its BuildMaster approach, Canam has redefined the way buildings are designed and built. BuildMaster
applies a safer, faster and more collaborative approach allowing you to shorten your structural erection
schedule by 15 to 25%.

Custom design
The Murox building system is ideal for any size
hangar, with as much clear span and wide open
floor space as your structure needs. Each hangar is
designed to our customers’ specifications. Whether
your building is used to shelter ultra-light or corporate
aircraft or used as a maintenance hangar
or service center, our team of professionals will
ensure that your project is engineered to meet your
individual aircraft housing needs and local building
code requirements.

Personalized approach
and energy efficiency
Our engineering team handles all the technical
aspects of a building and will work closely with you
to ensure that your hangar’s structural design and
energy efficiency are optimized to meet its end use
applications. With its high thermal performance
building envelope certified up to R-35 and energyefficient technologies, the Murox building system
will help you lower your daily operating costs.

Shop fabrication in a
controlled environment

Fast-track construction
and timely responses

Maximum value
from investment

The Murox shop-fabricated wall
panels meet stringent quality
standards. This solution will
not only help you save on your
total construction costs, but will
also maximize the value of your
building.

Because of its unique design, the
Murox building system can be
erected in half the time it takes
to erect a conventional structure.
This means that you can take
occupancy more quickly and
therefore benefit earlier from a
return on your investment.

Thanks to its steel panelized
construction, the Murox building
system will extend the life of
your aircraft hangar. Murox
buildings can be expanded or
taken down and relocated as
your needs grow or change.
With Canam, you can expand
very easily and inexpensively and
make the most effective use of
your investment.

BUILD DIFFERENTLY

1-866-466-8769
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For more than 50 years, Canam has developed a fast, reliable construction method
that adapts to all your commercial, industrial, institutional or multi-residential projects.
Whether you are building structures, floors, walls or steel building envelopes, our
construction solutions are simple and straightforward. No surprises.

